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Contingesig, theory isyperhaps themost-powerfulcurrent sweeping over the
An2Understanding of the' "situd
tional" characteristics oUtheorganizational fOCes:,that influence the
. Hzelationshipi between:environmenta4 ma*agement and'perfotmatice'Vafiables
is now coming to
,seen as a key to understaniting the management pzOcess
.Onfortuantely, the field-of-eAUcational administration haillt to
become extensively involved. Focus in this. paper is given" to an identification'
Sid, analplisoof (1). the basic assumptioht underpinning contingency theory,
1:
And (2) thettntingent nature of organizational structure, leadership and
planning variables. Tie objective is to build a conceptual framewotk that
will ,be a'usefyl conceptual tool providing greater facility for descriptibn,
analysis, andlTedic,tiqpin educational organizations." The,paperAoncludes
With a series of.teseareb questions-intended toe.fetablish lines of investi-.
gation for the field of School organization and administration.
'public.aMil-private sectoesiof management.
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Like the busines

tiding better mousetraps, this,century Jas.

Sean the'eltinuousScholarlT -ipursuit Of the special ingredients that
sake up an ever more effective manager and management process.

4,4

A variety

.

thiepursuit;-(e7., scientific,
.

of - management orientatidna: emerged'out

o f
,

, 11004 ,4yitettheory), eachwittitiphceptual.

management, -tumnielatio

.

-,

y

linchpins rooted

-

LdifferiO04sicassUePtiOn4bOut the nature of
,

/.

6

164., motivation, taiionalitrio SfiricienCi

.
..,ft

goverOance, ail....thi-ltkea

In recent years anOthei:Manigeent orientati*wjih4ta..own.taiic
.

,.;

--

,

.
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.

.

'

,
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,

r

,;
...,"

..

assimptions hai edged pit.* .0016;genThia orientt!ikigasifor centuries
(

bees ,at the

core

.

of practiti,o4stAbebavior, but'his been Seen basically as
1

,....
,

an anomaly, teflective:oPl.nefficiency dr unpreparedness, and thus over-7
loOked',by Ma4agezient scientists'., CUrrentlyi thechanging "hltuational"......-....

Claraiter of nienikement is now coming to be understood a
.

:

c

,

the

a key to
...

management. process itself. k clear-illustiation of fe

,

gen0 theory,"

4

this orientation is called, Is di cuSsed by Lep.Tolstoy in 1869 -in..

his classic War and recce.
A

Folkdiwin

a major bat

dnear Moscow, between

.

I

the armies of .Napoleon and the Russ

General Ku

critical' decisions
.

41a problem every manager wad'maked

zov; Tolstoy discmhsee

,

can identify wi h.

hiefinever finds himself at the beginning
of an event-- e position, frdin which we ilWays contemplate
it.
The ge rel. is always in' the midst .of a heries df
shifting :-. I ts and so he can never at any ptint
deliberate on the whole ..ort of what is going on.
Xmnercept ly, mom
,y m
t, an event takes shag in
all itirb
and at eve
instant of this uninte upted
conseiptive shaping of events the commander -in -chief,is at
thetheart of a most complex play of intagues, cares,
contingencielvauthoritles, projects, counsels, threats
and deceits, and is continually obliged to reply t0.1
innumerabletAdften.mutually,contradictory questions.

°A/tommander -in

1

gf

aa

''

0

management
exit scholars and.practirionerif would now
agree with the
-

obsesyatiffm that "at the moment, contingency tnebry
ispeihaps the most
POserfdlicdrieni. sweeping aver theOrganization field.

The hilloty of

many lielda dhows a movement from universalistic principles
to situational
I

relationsbAs and principles.

The current kaminence of 'contingency:
theory
.

suggebit'organization theory

k

,

tering a period of scientific
.

maturity."2

As an illustration: of one special

of ,Cf0
Corporate planning, 11 4ndergoing

'31

c c

-glit fare best-in coming 'yearemiy' well be

to the new,tyles

y,,,n1

. thelmrpnitUre

.

nge, and the,companies

the.ionett

planning.-: Instead of relying.

plan with perhapi one or two variations, top manag

adapt mpitAitckly
a singli.:4Orporate
A
eat at
and more

O

companies is now getting a 4hOlellatteryof tontin

1:-*

y plans, anCaIternate.

scenarios.
.s

.

-Althou h'contingency theory has received Its
grea

at attention and

-

A

use.in-le field of busines4,7 it has been making
ir4oad
7
6
administration sector and the academic dificlilines;

,

field,. of schobi'Oiganization

into the public,

Yet

strangely the

4%.,

and administration has remains

relatively.

,.

outside,,the, research arena .that draws upon, the basic
assumpti

s and conceptual 'is

1

frimecorkaUAderpinnink the contingency efieory view of ganagem

For*

eximple,..a-tOtputer literature learch of"the EkIC'data
bise was

with a code word of

,r1111
"contingency."

.

.

.

.

L
*

idTinistrition.

uctft

.....--7..,..;

,

.

. on ly 10 were repotelyo associated with Issues
.

.

Of the 242:citatio4 reported out,

... - ....:1-..

r

.

1-..

of school "organiihtion,

and
a,

Theilemaining 232 typically trigied teachinglearning,

IssUeiof,the classroom'' mostly in ,the field of
special education,
i
.4".

°

.ti

),.,

,

.,.

-, lience,,in*establtahing,the direction
rection othis paper, the academic
.-v

l'/Ieraturr from whiCkthe concepts), issuee, and'
studies :re drawn will
4. \XI

'

4

0

.

"

3

reflect both
public and
private maimajt
emen sectors:.
t: .G1Ven the notion that
a
_
.
x
J
4
,s,
the:situational character of'an organization is at the core of contingency'
.

I

-

theory, such theory can be seen'as.forMlni ttelta4is oTea variety of
.

u

i

40

.

9it,

.

,

strategies or tructures:,5uchitheory cin be seen, as.q#11 be the casein
..

,

-?

this paper, as linking organizational structure to outcomes, or as an aid
-.
-

*

.

a

,

to- planing; or as the basis of leadership.

It alSo could be useful in

s

such dIverse-areas as budget construction, establishing reward structures
or evaluating tierfo

e.

The A6bjectivekof this paper-are as follows:
to, examine the basic assumptions and conceptualcfoundations of
,

4

contingency theory.

V

I

(2)' to portray the contingency theory of manag

as -a technique of
.

flexible' response to condi

to establish a contingency i
A

fr

d,

uncertainty in organization settings.

rVremewOrk

foi the managerial'

requirements of (a) organizational structure, (b) organizatiOnal

.

planning, and (c)

qt.
(4).

4

ganizational leadership.

to conclude with a series of research question's intended to 4S4lish

important lines of investigation for the

1

J

,

Under Conditions of Uncertainty
An organization can be defined 'as %Ifa social system consisting of
,

sutsystems

4

.

k....resource
variables interrelated by Various management
.
.

policies, ptactices and tecbniqu s Which interact with variables in N'
the_
...,

yvipnmental suprasystem tcl achie e a set of,g

Is or O,ectives. 1.17

The

r

cqmplex organization

core probleth is uncertainty, and "Coping.with

uncertainty," J

pen observes, is /he essence of the

9
a

Amiministratille proc

Under conditions
.

uncertainty, the decisionts.

makers cannot eat
initiative.
formula.

9

ecise probebilities of success -to a specifl

Hence, the element of risk enters in the decasiOnmak g
'Ns

'

Organizations

inclilhg school systems, page tended to respond

e

Al, _
.

II.
to this issue by'what Cyert-Marcereer tas uncertainty

va/dance.

10

..

,

Fog examplevmanagers might:divert the energy and:

..

resources.necessary for long term planning to the short term need:Of
il

.

.

.i.

.putting /but "fires,"

imposing standard operatinglpv rocedures., ofittempting
._

to influedCe the pass

,

e of favorablerstate legislation, or writings
)

uncertainty-absorbing contracts.
"they achieve

a

"IbT," cyert and,IMarch concludew

reasonably manageable 'deci'sion situtalion by svoiiing

plaiming where plans depend on ,predictions of uncertain future eventi6'To
r

and by emphasizing planning where the plans cackinade self-confirm;f4
through some control device:"11
In contrast, the. emergence ofcontingency theory represents. an

orientation that enables us to.conceive of an organiziadn as an open
/

/

1

system Composed of a compielof interacting subunits Aced tolih uncertainty,
.

we

.

an4 through the.adaptation of organizational structure, plannin

ategiee,

can be achieved,

and leader behavior, acceptable leliels of certainty
The Context of Contingency Theory. '.
.

Contingency theory Wan extension of the open system concept.The
most general and fundamental property of'a system," Parsons and Shils write,

'

,,,

4N

.

4

,
.

4

.

"is the interdependence-of parts or variables" and how the partarektie to
.

and give order to (the whole.

.

12

The external environment of an organization

serves as its!-"life support system," and any shifts in pressures or

expectations in the external environment have their repercussions on the

operations.

of thlr.

organization.

For example, when the community expands,

;A
:

"tinder pressures ofOLth, the.sehool distiict will have to respond by
e

building more sChools.;_
i

,

I

11
,Open system
theory. oncentrates'on the dependency relationships and
.
-,
k....

A

,w

41119

S_
44.
:

exchanges between the organization and its external environment.

Con-

.

tingency 'theory, on the other hand, analyzes the internal adjustments o

decisionmakInivprocess, strAure, technologi,-

the organiz9tion

',

_

instructional techniques) as it 'seeks to meet_ the shifting demandi'of

its external or internal-environments.
.

The recognition of shifting conditions, both in the external and the,
the
internal ea'Tironment or an organization, establishei the condition that
0

:contingency theory of management be situational In character,

Such a

°

i'eCdefined as ".
,

.

.

identifying and "developing functional

.

relattonships.between environmental, management and perforrice-variables..-"13

In this case, performance variables deal with orgeniiational outcomes.
Contingency variables are situational variables that influence. the
relationship between managerial strategy or organizational
brganizational outcomes.

tfucture and

contingency.variables.can be
V
something happening in the external environment, such as incr

produot of
'parent

pressures for more basic education, or in the internal environment, such.
(

as ,the (tree
another way;

f teacher autonomy or racial tension in a school.

Stated-

-

A

some Bele ted managerial .strategy Or orgenizatianal design

B

situational contingent), variables"

C

a measure of organizattion'al (group ox individual) performan&
,

The relationship'between A and C is moderated in a:piedictable way by B.
an identification and analysis of the key.cantingency variable 'is

essential"for.a school system because these variables. will liMit.or en.

hence the effectiveness of particular ma agement strategies or organize_
, ---

tional designs.

.6

-

...----

,

.

:

,

-

.

.

The next section will examine some assumptions associated with this

-.

nevi:management pexspedti/.
.

...

:

'-

Basic Assumptions

"

°

Contingency theory, as it seeks to meet the deMands of complex.

ir

.

N.

a

.

Problem-soling, is rooted in a number of basic assumptiOns about
.

.

organizations, and individuals.

.

A few key assumptions are as folloWs:

Milne Ground. Contingency theory stresses the view that (1) there
is spme middle ground between the existence of universal principals) of
management that fit all organizational types, and that (2)_ each
organization is unique therefore each situation_must be studied as unique.
1.

c

Goals. While an orginization.may have a basic overarching goal (e.g.,
educate. children, make sick people-well, win the war), a maze of formal
2.

and informaI-goals; often overlapOng, uncoordinated and contradictory,,
govern the ddielopment of events.
,

3:

Open Systems. All organizations are open systems.

1`15`-

Performadce. The level of performance -is basically deterMined by ike
match betWien external requirements and internal states and procAtet.

-4.

Basic Function. "The basic function of administration appears to be
co-alignment, Ipt me/ely of,people (in coalitional but of institutionalizel
action,--of .AteCbndlogy and task'environMent into a viablf7domain, and of
organikati8nal design and structure' appropriate to t.';
5.

6.

Best Wiy:

There is 40 one best way of organization and administration,

7. Approach s: "Different (management) approaches may be appropriate in.subparts of
e same organization. Managfp'the-campus police is not'tihe
.same as manag 'g the history department.,"
8.
Different leadership styles are appropriate for
Laaderittip Style.
different filioblematic stftations.

k

)

Initiation. Managers rarely have-the opportunitito take on'a
proffariTT5rbeginnings, which are usually numeroUSAnd stem froth many
9.

sources (e.g.," courts, parental expectations, dec.).

10. Information.
pr her.

A manager-never knows all that is going on around him
0

ea

.

10
ip
Traditionally, as Stephen Renalattlaserved at a national conference on

''The Greater Environment of ay/Open System

,

A

.

7

leadership, :tlutational admin*le,
perspective,, and we lack the .".

has been:viewed from-a closed system
. conceptual systems with which to relate

the behavior of leadeis as pi:lei deal with this new (larger environment)
'phinomena

.

.; On a broad scale, our concepts break down very fast, because

.

they fail to apply to these new 'conditions in meaningful fashion4"2°
The emergence of open system theory in recent years removed many

conceptual "blinders" and has impressed upon us the notion that' "the
behavior of an organization AB co

agent upon' the social field,: of forces
.

-

in .which it occurs and(tilse understood in terms-of the or ganization!s
".

-

interaction with that enviranatnta1 field."..21

Open.hystem-theory has

provided anextremelylusefullramework for trYinvtodeal with the.

/

questions of y and how-the greater environments of schools, such as
"-parental exPectationsehifting'values,

inflation rateavand City govern-,

.411!

meats, impact on the specialized structure and functioning oieducational
systems;

Eatz,and,ahn.categorite 'the mafor fields of'forces in'the_external

environment which shape the charActer 'of the contingencies which impact on

an organization.
('1)

22"

Cultural.

[e.g., social" standards of wellence',.ethnic balance,
affirmative action]

.

.,
.

(2')

.

.

Political [e.g.., educatlon codes, public representatio in

decision making, community satisfaction],

.

t

_

'

(3)

Economic [e.g., educational finance, federal funding, job
market]
.

(4)

Informational. and Technical [e.g.-, ;mate oiiipowledge, communication networks; 'instructional
technologyl.

(5)

Physical [e.g., school facilities, boundaries,)transporta
equipment]

..

0.....,

)

It /ifs important to note that each of these`pajot fieldd pf f

a cry

. e

en a continuum between polar-points on four separate Axes.

These axes

ac4ording to Katz and Kahn are as follows:
(1)

StabilityTurbulence.

(2)

DiversityHomogeneity.

The degree of turbulence signals the
intensity of the problems to be treated.

itself is, organized.
(3)

ClusteringRandomness.

The degree to which the environment is
structured or clustered, as contrasted to anarchy or
'randomness.

0) Scarcitylkinificente.
V

The degree to which: the environment

The degree to which resources-(e.g.,

1!.:.e,natural, human, information, tecbpology) are available to
arrgandzation as it attempts to resolve its problems.

latz an

tCahn. argue that t

re idela generally sequential relationship

between thd five sectors as au

esSive att opts are made to control the

turbulence in the enVironmen

"As the physical environment no longer

.

-6

4

guarantees an assured supply of raw material and energy and is poisoned
by our industrial complex, we tutu to new technology and scit;gtific,

devel6pment to pibvide a

Technology and science in

their overconcentration on physical versus human problems in
turn are
checked at the (higher) level of political norms'and societal values." 23
'

The important points for this discussion of contingency theory are,
the recognition of the fields of forces in the external enviiOnmnt That
emit problems which can impact on a school system, and the wide Variance
in

thifour major dimensions which shape the nature'of that impact.. The next
s,

'

section of this paper examines the,netion'of a "fit" between environmental
1 demands and organiialiknal structures.

(

,

Organizational Structure,and the Environment
4

Zoologists hive long been interested injOhe way animals have evolved
in order to survive and prosper in their 'em

/s.

Araffps, for

example, developed 104 legs and tall neekivto enable
them to feed on
greens high in the air, and monkeys developed prehensile '4e
talesbto
tate move ment between and among trees. LIn'a like manner the
so-called

contingency theorists, following in the tradition of the
structural.functionalists,
unCtionalists,

but.With a greater emphasis on changing situations,, have

a special interest in ti-1.-e -Idaption of organizations to their
environments..

The reward of a -successful adapt4tion is survival and
perhaps even
-prosperity.

The pioneer contingency theorists who laid the basic coriceptUal,
foundation in the area of organization structure are the Woodward
studies
in the mid-1950's, Vurns and Stalker, Thompson, dnd
Lawrence and Loisch.257
Joan Noodward, in her study of 100 English manufacturing
companies, set
out to,find if generally acknowledged

organization.werein operation*

traditional principles'ofeformal

26

After'finding the principle's of

-orgar4zation were widely ignored, she traced the patterns of
general uniformity.-

of structure she found in different types of organizations
to the type of
technology employed in those-organizations.

FOr example, technology calling

for continuous process productiori and technology-calling
for custom
1,

manueactUring resulted kin different organizational
structures.

SuccessfAl

.

firms with similar production technologies tended
to display similaf.

organilational structures.. Henceith6 technolpgy Of an oranization
11

.

.

became a key "situational" variable In determining the charaCter
of its
structure.

Burns and Stalker studied twenty'British firms it the electronics
indUstrY.

27
,

They identified two polar types of management styles, referred

to. mechanistic and organic, found at the ends of a continuum.

,

J.V

4-,

The organizations studied were found at various poInts.on Ae,continuumi
d
and tiey. were capable of moving backin forth depending on the4rebsures
,

6sr

.

Ibility

"Both forms repre'sent a 'rational

form of
_

.

organization;".Burns and Stalker concluded, "in that dm); lioth,in our
experience, be exfiliCitly and deliberately-create&and maintained to exploit

'the hdien resourced of :concern inthe most.efficient manner fiasible:in.
..the circumstances of the Concern.'

,28

laiiiiame respects, a Mechanistic.organization hag 'many of the

characterittics comparable to We

r's bureaUratic.organization.

29

For

.

=amp

a reliance on the hier

chy for communication, coordinatibri, task

definit on and.role expectations a

as centralized decision-m4king and

a highly defined network of rules and procedgres.

The mechanistic form of

organization and administration was most efficient in those organizatie0
which existed in basically, stable situations with predictable conditions

prevailing.;
The organic organizational form is the most effective in organizations
,9,416.0i9,k_.--

faceetwiTh changing conditions.

A.continuous'reassessmeni of tasks and

--?

assignments it conducted with a specialized Unbwledge and experience that
can contribute to "real" problem-solving,

Centers-of communication and
.

,

.,.

decison -making often shift to those individuals awl. points, in the. system'

that'ere.test able to handle them ina given situation.ratherjthan be constrained
,

by standing operating procedures and hierarchical rigidities.

Hence, the

.stability of conditions as contrasted with their instability become key
"situational" variables in determining the most efficient and effective style
*

.;.kte.sianistic or organic) of organization and administration.

Lawrence and Lorsch are probably the majnr prime movers behind
contingency theory as a field of study.

30

Based on their empirical study

of ten organizations with varying levels of economic performance inthree
C

13

, ep,

c

*

different indnstrial.environments.(plastics, consuter foods, Standardized
.3

containers), they argue that different. types of Ofganiza4ons face
t.

,

,

,.,

:.

_.

different typos-of environments, such as uncertain'to certain, homogeneous
,,--4

to diverse.

The differening characteristics of theenvJ. ironment result in

the eMergenceOf different types of structures, and processes within
corresponding organizations.

Organizations with an uncertain and diverie environment, foOurposes
Of obtaining high levels of efficiency, tended to be composed of diff4-.
entiated and integrated subsystems.

The organiiation needs differentiated

ildbunits.because each subunit confronts a. different task posed by the
orginization's diverse environment..." Within these carious subunits,.

differentiation occurs in terms of distinit objectives, time requirements,
, interpersonal orientation, delegation of decision making, and formality of

str*cture. .In a school, for'example,'subsystems o

teachers, vice principals,

and maintenance personnel have di'fferent 'objectives, degrees-of authority,
time frames, and academic skills..

Within a differentiated organization, the integration Of subunits is
0

'critical. 'Integration refers to the quality otthe state of collaboration
.

essential foV achieving a.unity of effort. -mit collaboration comes in
the form of flexibility of procedares, open communication, shared.in:

_formation, and the presence of special integratint.personnel.
,

In-contrast,

those_organizations operating in certain and homogeneouS environments
tended _to opetatef:in aiechanistic fashion.

kence, the_.certainty.or

uncertainty of....4.e.anVironment and: its diversity or homogeneity beCaMe key

"siidational".variablesin determining the most effective and efficient
form (degree of differentiation and integration) of organization and
administration.
1

A;
-,.

In short, iisues'Of Orrganizayon andadministlation4oannotle
-N.

understood .in

so

on of the.situational character of the environment.
0 p

I

Last and'Aosenweig stress the following:
0

:le

The closed/stable/mechanistic organizational form
is- more.appropriate for routine act
is where
productivity is a major objective,
d/or technology's
is relatively uniform and stable; whet decision=Wing is 'programmable; and where environmental:
forces Fare relatively.stableand certain.

2. The open/adaptive/organic [differentiated and
integraced] organizational form
more appropriate
for nonibutine activities where creativity and
,innovation are important; whe;e heuristic decision
making processes are necessary and where th51environ. ment is relatively uncertain and turbulent.
In

edOcational.settini, Gabarro supported the arguments of',

Lawrence and Dorsch in'ihis study of two small urban school systems. 3 2
.

A.

.

.

He

.

.

.

found that the schoolSystem that proved to be more adaptive according to
several 'Performance indicators (achievement scores,_ quality of, placement,

dropout rates,'attendance, and incidence of violence) had attained higher
states of differentiation and integration thadithe les§ adaptive system.
Also, Baldridge sui4Orted the arguments in his,aiialysis of two research

Otojects of organizational change in schools.

33

- .
He found that' schools with
.

differentiated subsystems Operating An heterogeneous tiovironments are more
"al

likely to. be innovative than less differentiated schools operatinvin%
relatiVely stable .homogeneouszenvironments.
t

Hanson and Brown found that problems emerging from a school's.
turbulent environment must proceed through a.series of stages and can be
\-.

deflected in any number of directions depending on the set of contingencies
,

surrounding each stage.
,

34.

1

Similar types of problems (e.g., discipline or
.

i

.

academic weaknesses or resource shortages) tend to generate similar types

115

ft

7'

w

11
%

o

contingencie4,therefore Alnme degree of predictability tends to emerge
.
.,

i

,...

.

e the type of problem and the nature of the Contingencies facing it
have been identified.

)

i

At this point it Might be Usefb1 to construct EigokeeptuaI framework
:M.O
_

that incorporates. the major contingency theory ingredients discussed'
thus
(far.

This framework will be east in

educational setting to illustrate

.the core elements of the emerging perspective.

a.

Iniert Figufe 1 about here
4,

Tradiril views of organizational structure concentrate On elements
,°.

such as, thillierai'dhiel relationship of roles, centralized authority,
.1

1

rules and regulations, andepan of control. 35 System theoiists, however,
y
tend to-view structure more in terms of-eh e interdependence of subunits I,
,

and the relationship of each to the whole. 36

The school, for example, is

made up of academic departments which in turn are mild
c1

es

.

p of specific

Central to.understanding the actions of the system as aA4hole

oil an'understanding of what each subsystem is doing'anct the functional
(or dysfunctional) contributidn each is making to the whole.
,

Harold Leavitt has categorized the key ingredients of i,subsystem as

theAnteractions,of (a) tasks, (b) structure, tc) technology, and (d)
people-

37

Additionally, the various aubsysteat Maintain degrees of

differentiation and integration.

The differentiation-and integration
p
,establish the condition for ghat Weick calls a "loosely coupled system,"
with the subunits maintaining various degrees of autonomy and decisional'
discretion.38

A school system maintains many such subsystems, such as:

14
.

0
guidance, maintenance, personnel, evaluation, lezing and instruction

,
informatiOn_management, food service, and athletics. As Figure 1 p41.nt
N.

-

oqt, these various subsystipvinteridt kith one another and are

thryh.
t

leadership, or management cantrol, Subsystem to make up the
s'

/..-""

-Whole.
.
.

:

Since, as contingency theory suggests, as some aspect. of the.environr',

meat becomes tuaulent (e.g., parental complaints over course content or
/
an increase in school accidents), the appropriate subsystem is in plate',
O

and can emerge too treat the issue. .Thub, time and energy froi the entte
organization' do not have to be diverted from various prioritT,projeeys.

Unfortunately,-all too often educational,organizations seem,to
prefer constraining the differentiation and integration of the subsystems
39

by practicing what'Cyert and March earlier called "uncertainty avoidance."
4',

.

-

practice tLends to:place tight conatrainss .one the various subsystems by
insisting on the .application of standard operating .3-rocedures and making

traditional bureaucratic responsed that are int nded to suffocate or
re turbulent --

This.practice limi

efforts and diverts/energy and resources to shot
All too.often the outcome is that the organization

long range planning
term "fire fighting
can survive, but at

.

the expense of resolving, or at least treating, yts,maJor long run,
persistent problems.

In short, the conceptual framework of contingency theory introduced
in Figure 1 has emphasized the major'ingred/ents of:

internal and'

-

external environments which range between turbulent and placid on specific
issues, an open system which is made up of subsystems, a particular
technology assoclated with each subsystem, and degrees.of differentiation
and integration between subsystems.

15

'Given the diversity of problems

.

and

06'
processes pres ent in a Cmtingenc

theory view of management, a significa t question arises.

How has an

'

organiztflpn puch aealschool, make iu elligenteirites fn what appears
to'he a v

uncertailk environment?

Such choices are essential An estabr.

ltally,the desired close match between the organization and its environsent.

As

e nextrsection of this paper will point out, the answer is

a very special seCbf planning fprocesses uniquely suited to the situational
character of organizational life.
Contingency Planning

A principal means of responding intelligently to conditions of uncer,-.

ttinty in the environMen ois by contingency planning.
)

planning is defined as .ihe

111

determination-of a

Traditional managerial.

esiied set of future

conditions,. the,itrategies required.to achieve these finds, and the formula-

tion of the estimated means (activities and resources) enecessary for goal
accomplishment.
planning;

This definition identifies the three parts of mans

rial

the establishing of objectives, strategies to achieve- hoie

objectOeti, and. a step -by -step determination of the activities and
4

resource necessary to' attain them." 1

Contingency planning can work within

the traditional definition when emphasis is given to the situational

charaoker of7nvironmental contingencies that can impact upon and influence
organizational events.

Therefore'through contingency planning the

..organizati)mq strives to identify the principal contingencies and prepare
,

vatlods alternative strategies, one of which will hopefully be an effective
response to the development of events.

These critical contingenikies are

usually identified through a process known as forcasting

r

Forcasting is.the process-by which pertinent information about the

4

f

16:
411

future is gathered in an attempt to identify titlit, the-critical cntihgencies
,
--4----__

,

oitical

111

A4

I

mill probably liet)i\given time.
.

6

Viese contingencies'itsuall9 involve

A...,

the Identification of constraints
co
andeopportunities, EnIchas'edeclining
7

tai' ase or ad increi

ederal funding.

in those envirOnmental

Forcasting should take place

ini identified earlier. by

Kat

and. Kahn Irta:'

(1) cultural,`(2) polit idal, (1) economic, (4) informational
4

and (5) physical. r.

-

an,

tectiical,

e-'

"'

.

,

,

ca

Sound forcasiing makes possible ihree4equential levels of planning
rich`-together make up the contingency.,planning

.

rocess.

This process is

.

intended to diminish the leVels'of uncertainty by, making studied assessments
.

,

of future conditions and events; and then tr, preparing

ce

te alternative "situations" that might emerge.. TheseAthre

sequential levels

Alt

responses

of planning are as follows:
(1)

Strategic Planning.

Ti ha level draws directly from the forcasts,

c

is.long term, and either "pro

r "reactive" in nature.

If the

planning thrust is proactive, the stptegic plan is intended to assess
Ai

alternetive future, from which to choose.

If reactive, the

,thrust is to provide early warning on the charattei of- the forces sweeping
.

daian on the organization.

Thus, alternative irotective measures can be

prepared.
,(2)

4

Policy Planning.

This second level is based on the strategic

plans- and leads to the formation of substanti e goalS, the procedures for

fr

-

reaching those goals; and the means for evaluating,them.
(3)

Tactical 'Planning.

This level is'sh'ort or mid ,range and identifies

the various alternatives of action whichmight proceed along various routes
to, achieve tie policy objectives.

19

e"'

17.

,

S.,

.

i.

-

it

.

Finally, senarios can be developed which specul2f)on the evolution

of
1.r

\

4...;\

..,

oigggalternatiNe strands of events (eacWstrand-built around different key

.
' g
N
!ant genies) that emerge fr9R the forcasts and move through, the strategic'
.

-,--.-

)."'

polio
4t , and tactical 4116a1P4Given:hese differing hypothetical stranO
4

--.--

-events, the managers speculate on the available alternate responses to

-.each.' Choice:among alternatpea can theme by applyin4 what March
n identify as minimax crit

ion.

That
is,
if the managers tend to
0.
.

be pessimistic r14 takeri'they will ".

select the alternativewhse,
--t

'worst set of zonseuences! is preferred to the worst sets attached to
other. alternatives".

43'

For optimistic r,sk taker& theRaximax criterion

may be` applied which is the opposite of the other.

NI

Again the point, should be emphasized that-the contingency planning
'

.

process plays a central role in reducing the degrees of uncertainty and c,

#

4

therefore leads toward a more effective match between.an organization and
o

its environment .

As Figure 1 indicates,a key element inthisrnetwork of

.o,

ideas and events is the leader of the organization.
is the s

This leadership role

ject oi the next section of this paper.

Contingency Theory of Leadershiii7No

Traditionally; the concept of leadership was studied apart fr
spedlal situations of specific organizations.

the

Effective leadership was

associated with. unique psychological traits possessed fiy.a few or 'a specific

set of behaviors that were appropriate and applicable for any form of
organization.

44'

q.

Fred Fiedler has been the principal scholar in shifting the field toward
contingedcy theories of le;dership.45

Re has worked toward 'identifying the

most effective matchesAetween Ohe'Of two passible leadership styles (task-

a-

18

.

i

41
motivated vs: relationshin-motivated) w1thiu combinations ofltthree specif

is

/
situational

racteristics of an drganizsion, such as:
:

(1) good vs.

N,

relations,' _(b) high vat:pi-task strture, or°(c) s trong

be

vs... weak power poei

ons. *Reflecting on,tfie74ta from his'numerous studies,

r.

Pied le; writes:

neffaiic findingi of the eaContingenCY Model are that
task,tivated
leaders perform 'generally best, iii very
10
"favorable" situations, i.e.;'eitheeunder conditions
in which their power, control and influence are very
high (or, conversely, where uncertainty is very low)
or where the situation is unfavorable, where they have
low power
control and influence. Relationshipmotivated leadert tend to perform best in situations'
46
in which they have moderate power, control and influence.

Other contingency theories of leadership have emerged which concentrate.
on'different contingency variables, such as motivation in'Path -Goal theory.

47

(1) directive,

Path-Goal theory emphasizes four possible leader behaviors:

(2) supportive, (3) achievement oriented, and (4) participative, which interact

with two categories of contingency variables (a) subordinate characteristics,
.

.

and (b) environmentq. factors.

Tannenbaum and Scpmidt's revision of an earlier seminal manuscript
.

.

emphasites two leadership styles, "boss- centered" and "subordinate - centered,"

which interact with four categories of contingency variables:

(1) forces in

1

the manager, (2),forces in subordinates, (3) forces in the situation, and
(4) forces in the environment.

48

It is important to note that two branches of tliOug
the flexibility of leadership style.

One'branch argues

exist regarding
p leadership-

styles (e.g., task oriented vs. people oriented) are basically fixed in
"*-- --Individuals and cannot be modified at will.

Thus, situations in organi-

sations Unlit be thoroultiy studied, as well\-as the leadership styles bf

(gl

Vt.- i.v...
''',0.41* ''''

ce.

....:

I.-.

S

A

I

--.....

..,

.

*

.

f.

,
.

.

.

whose -style fits the

managerial, candidatey., Then amanager'ean be selected

.

r

.

.e:;,,

.49

.speelilo,requirements Of a specific eituatioa.
4

/ ,

".

The second branch

.

coni

''' ...4

.....

V

.

:

tendi that.the ieOriltip style of'managerst is

-

.
.

-

-

flexible and can vary according to_the de-mantis of specific
f

,

situations,

The best managers, therefore,:are able to recol-ige the demands of a
*
specific sitlation'And4can shif( their leadership. style accordingly (e.g.,
.

,

.,

,A.

$

'democratic to unilateral actions).

Unfortunately, with a

50

.

.
.

aN

few exceptiOns, iheAAeld of education has

.

i

I

largely ignored, the contingenwtheory of leadership and has not advanced
much beyond the earlier traditionalforms..51

Given the wide'ranging
7

environments of our school settings (e.g., inner city--suburban, high

wealth -- economically depressed, privatepublic), research which stresses
making effective matches between leadership styles and organizational
situations seems to be,,a natural and necessary endeavor.

Research Questions on Contingency Theory
6

Fred Luthans,reflecting on the pioneer studies of contingency theory,
comments that, simply speaking, the important point is that ".

.

if the

organization's internal environment is compatible with the external environ-,
meant, the organization will tend to be effective.

This eppirically derived

contingency conclusion has significant implications fdr the future development
of organization theory and design. "52

Certainly the special characteristics

of.schools, such as the teacang-learning technology, professionalism, school
board governance procedures, demographic characteristics, etc., and the
implications they have for unique management situations would make fruitful
and interesting, avenues of research.

At this point speC'ific contingency theories of educationa0dministration

,

o

do, not exist. 'This paper has introduced a number of issues
that might
.
.

give an initial sense of direction;

Cast as general researchqueitionsi

,these issues are as follows::

1: 48 the.

iibnmeni bf a school becomes.turhuleni
envV

:

(a) is -thereP

A

a

a tendency for the internal subsystems to become more differentiated and
k

integrated in order to respond to the turbulence? ok.(b) do.they become

more mechanistic and standardized to defend-against the.turbulence?
2.

'Do educational organizations develop different mechanistic or

organic respOnsei according to different types orenvironMentill tnrbulenct:
o

I

(e.g., cultural,- political,:economic, informational and technical, and
physical)?
3.

In what ways do the ill-defined teaching-learning technolOgiof

educational organizations inhibit or facilitate.a closer match with the
.

demands and constraints of the external environment?
4.

Do leadership styles of school.administiators genuinely shift

between task-motivated and relitionshipmotivated styles as situations
,

'shift and dill for different forms of leaderbehavior?,
5.

How do leadership styles. in educational organizatisrni become
/

modified, if at all, in response to.increasing or decreasing:

(a) job

security, 0) crisis conditi1ns in the school, (c) professionalism of the
teachers, (d) information clarity or atbiguity surrounding core problems,
(e) lead time to critical decisions, (f) availability of financial resources
for school programs, (g) community anxiety over student test scores,
(h) racial tension in schools.

(These.are ilinstrationsof contingency

variables which can be drawn from the five environmental sectors described
earlier.)

\

21
a
k
os.

.

I

.

..q.

6.' In educational

I

rganitations, which situational contingency

k_)variablecare the ibsi,significant in influencing the r
7

ear..

ationanip between
1,

.

tok

specifi*C leaderskip styles and satisfactory,levels of gnal achievement,?
..

.,

.,

'7.

Asthe externai,environment becomeS 'more technologically complex,

do the manament systems. schools fall Under. pressures to improve their
"

.

.

sophistication ofplanning methods?'
.8.

At the - school diiirict level, as contrasted with the local school

level, what proportion of time and, energy is dedicated toiltritegic planning

,

.

as opposed to policy and tactical'planning?
9.

DO'educational organizations conduct forcasting'exercisii/:, If so,
-

in what sectors of the external .environment are'forcasting efforts focused?

Conclusion
In recent years, gaining an understanding of the.SpeciaI*"sitnational"
relationships, between environmental, organizational, and-performance

variables has become viewed more and-more as a key to improving the management
.

process.

The intent of a contingency theory of'sanagement is to,establish

an optimal "match" between the environmental demands (and support) and an
organization's response capabilities.

In discussing a contingency theory

!view ofthistch" concepts were introduced dealing with areas of
(1) organizational structure; (2) the plann

process, and (3)441eadership

-styles, which respond directly to critical issues of uncertainty.
In concluding this gaper, the author identified several general
research questions intended elk give focus to -some of the basic issues that

need to be investigatedAn pursuing the development of a contingency theory
view of education.
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